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AN EXTREMAL PROBLEM  FOR FUNCTIONS
WITH POSITIVE REAL PART

R. S.  GUPTA

Abstract. Let & be the class of functions P(z), normalized

so that />(0)=1 which are regular in \z\<\ and have positive real

part there. We obtain the minimum (maximum) real part of

eix(zP'IP) for fixed a and \z\, ae[0, In], \z\<\ and Prunning over

the class a8.

1. Introduction. Let & denote the class of functions P(z), normalized

so that F(0)=1 which are regular in £={z:|z|<l} and have positive

real part there. The class & occupies an extremely important place in the

theory of functions and as such it has been studied by several authors

([1], [2], [3], [4], [5]).
In the present paper we propose to obtain the minimum (maximum)

of the real part of eix(zP'/P) for fixed a and \z\, ote[0, 2ir], zeE and P

running over the class 0*. The corresponding results for a=0 are well

known and are frequently applied in extremal problems connected with

univalent and multivalent functions. Our results determine, in particular,

the region of variability of zP'/P, Pe¿?. We make use of a theorem of

Zmoroviô [6] and combine it with Sakaguchi's variational formula for

¿P [5]. Our technique is novel and capable of solving a variety of extremal

problems. Some of these are presented elsewhere.

2. Preliminary. Throughout this paper we shall, unless otherwise

stated, adopt the following terminology: r=|z|, a=(l+r2)/(l—r2),

p=2rl()-r*).
With a view to subsequent application we reproduce here the theorems

of Zmorovic [6] and Sakaguchi [5].

Theorem (Zmorovic). Suppose %p(w,W)=M(w)+N(w)-W where

M(w) and N(w) are defined and finite in the half plane Re w>0. Put

l-Zx* 1 - Z2m (1 - ZD2 (1 - 22m)8
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where zx and z2 are arbitrary points on |z| = r<l, m is a positive integer,

/1=0, A2_0, Ai + Ajsl. Then the function tpiyv, W) can be represented as

follows:

Y**, W) = M(w) + (mß)(w2 - l)N(w)

( ' } + (m/2)(p2 - p2)N(w) ■ ■ ■ (*»

where (l+zk)l(l-zk)=a+p e\p(iy>k) (k=l,2), w—a+p0e\p(iip0)

(O=p0<p), |z,| = |z2|=r, a=(l+r2m)ia-r2m), p=2r"7(l-i*»), «*«

iexp(/(Vi+V2)/2).

Corollary.   For fixed w (\w—a|<p) the angle 2xp in the above formula

can take all the values from [0, 2ir].

Theorem (Sakaguchi).   Let p(z)e&.  Then there exists a function

p*(z)=p(z) + ôp(z) belonging to ¿P and with ôp(z) of the form

(2.2)
(2/A) ôp(z) = e p(z)

1 + ßz

1 - ßz
- (Piß)) ■Kf3H

— £
ß — z V p — zi

+ 0(1)

w/We p1 a/io" £ are arbitrary complex numbers such that |/5|<1, |£| = 1 an¿/

A w a sufficiently small positive number.

3. Extremal problems.

Theorem 1.    Let r, 0<r<l, and a., 0_a_27r, be given. If

(3.1)

then

(3.2)

equals

(3.3)

|sina| < (2a2 + l)-(a2 + 1)~3/2

min min Re e^zP'jP)
|z|=r Pea*

(y/4a)((>'2 - 4)1'2- |cos a| + (4a2 - j2)1'2- |sin a|)

where y——xxl2 and x is the unique real root in [4, 4a2] of the equation

x3 — 4(a2 + 1)jc2 + 4(4a2 + a4 sin2 a + cos2 a.)x

(3.4)

V
(3.5)

- 16a2(cos2 a + a2 sin2 a) = 0.

|sina| = (2a2 + l)-(a2+ l)"3'2
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then (3.2) equals

(3.6) |sin «| — (oa+l)1/a.

The above estimates are sharp.

Proof. Since p(ze'e)e0> whenever p(z)eéP for any real 0, we may

assume that the minimum in (3.2) occurs at z=r. Since this minimum is,

moreover, attained by a function of the form

} 1 + zexp(-/01) _      1 + zexp(-;02)

1 — z exp(—¡Of) 1 — z exp(—i02)

where 0ls 02 are arbitrary real constants in [0, 2v] and X is a nonnegative

number satisfying OfíArgl, we may apply (2.1) and obtain

(3.7) Reeix — = ±Re
F       2 F F J

Making use of the arbitrariness of y>, we obtain

P2 _ i      p2 - |F - a!2-

m 2
(3.7')    min Re e" — = - Re

F       2

Equality holds in (3.7') if

(3.7") exp[i(2xp + cn - <(>)] = -1

where P^Re1*. Our problem now reduces to minimizing xpP and we use

Sakaguchi's variational formula to obtain the same. Let/? be the extremal

function which at z=r minimizes the right side of (3.7'). We have

(3.8)      Vp(r) = Re

(3.8')   *,.„,« Re

p2-\p- a\

p2 - \p + Ôp - a\

\P + àp\

where p*=p + öp and op is given by (2.2). From (3.8) and (3.8') we

obtain, after some simplification

(3.9) = Re

Let

w = w(r)

h?y+U«'-»+^rñ.dp + o(l).

= Í1 + -tt)ei" + rr^(2^r)) - a> +
\        P('-)/ P(r   \

P2 - lp(r) - a\

P(') \
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Substitution of the value of dp from (2.2) in (3.9) yields

Wo-) - VsW

(3.9')     -Míí[K)ríífr-fW(Wr)r-fr^)-1)''

- jí(r) ̂ -' + ftf>(rM - J^) - ljwl + «Kl)}

Since/? is extremal and £ is arbitrary with |e| = 1, the expression within the

square brackets in (3.9') must vanish. This gives, on changing ß to z that

(3.10) p(z)=A(z)/B(z),

where

A(z) - ((p(r)j- ^±2 - l)vP - (pWj^ - l) w,

B(z) = ((Kr))" - 1±^J vv + (p(r) - *±l) w,

provided 5(z)^0. But B(z)=0 only if w=0.

In case w=0 we obtain, on putting p=Re"t> and equating the real and

imaginary parts of w to zero the equations

R2 cos a + cos(a - 26) + 2.K2 cos 6 - 2aR
(3.11)
v      ' + (2aR cos rp-1 -Ä2)cos rp = 0,

R* sin a + sin(a - 26) - 2R2 sin 6
(3 11')
v       ' - (2aR cos rp - 1 - /?2)sin rp = 0

from which we obtain

<"»i<v> ♦     JL (1 + R2)sin a
(3.12) tan r/> = -

2aR + (1 - R2)cos a

r3 = 1 - cos(a - 6) = /sin((a - rp)/2)\2

~ 1 + cos(a + rp)      \cos((a + 6)\2)) '

Eliminating R between (3.12), (3.12') we obtain

sin rp 1 — sin a sin 6

cos 6 sin a     a(sin a — sin 6) + cos2 a cos 6

provided sin a_sin 6. On simplification this yields

(sin a — sin 6)(a sin 6 — cos 6) — 0

so that either sin </>=sin a or cot 6=a. Because of (3.12') the former is
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ruled out and so we must have

(3.13) cot<p = a.

Since always |tan<£|^p, (3.13) is possible only if r+r^x^.51,2+l, or

equivalently, (51/2+l-21/2(51/2+l)1/2)/2=r<l. From the well-known

result \Rei4,—a\^p we obtain

(3.14) (1 + R2)/2aR ̂  cos f

Substituting the values of R and 4> from (3.12') and (3.13), (3.14) yields
sin <x_(2a2-r-l)-(a2+l)~3/2 where we have made use of the fact that

sin oc>sin <f>. We note that (2û2+l)-(a2+l)-3/2^l if r+r-x^51!2+l.

In case sin a<sin <f>, we similarly obtain

(3.13') cot<¿=-a,

and sin a=-(2a2+l)-(a2+l)-3/2.

We have proved that if w=0 then ¡sin a|^(2c2+l)-(<a2+l)-3/2. To

prove the converse suppose, on the contrary, that |sin <x|_(2a2-r-l)

•(a2T-l)-s/2 and w^O. Then R and <¡> obtained from (3.12') and (3.13),

(3.13') will not satisfy (3.14) and so ¡sin a|<(2a2+l)-(a2+l)-3/!!.

To sum up:

If |sin a|;>(2a2-r-I)-(a2+l)-3/2 then vv=0.

If [sin a|<(2ü2+l)-(a2+l)-3/2 then m#0.

We accordingly have the following two cases to consider:

Case I. [sin oc|<(2a2-f-l)-(a2+l)~3/2 so that H'^O. In this case p(z) is

given by (3.10). Since on |z| = l, A(z) is pure imaginary and B(z) is real,

p(z) is a rational function of z satisfying Rep(z)—0 on |z!=l. Hence

p(z) has no poles in |z|#l but has at least one pole on |z| = l. Moreover,

all the poles of piz) must be simple [5]. It follows that B(z) must have at

least one zero on ¡z| = l, in view of the fact that A(z) has no poles there.

Consider now the variation

». .      p(z) + X<f>(z)
p(z) = —m— = p(z) + A^(z) ~p(z)) + °w

1  + A

where <f)(z)=(l+ßz)l(l—ßz), \ß\<l and A is a sufficiently small positive

number. Then p*(z) belongs to 0> whenever p(z)e0i.

For this variation we have

A
Wir) - YW> = -

./I + Pr.-eH-*» H4£-«*i + o(X).
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Sincep is extremal, we must have

Letting |/?|->-l, we must have 5(j3)=0 on \ß\ = l, that is,

(3.15) B(z) = 0 on \z\ = 1.

From (3.15) we conclude that the zeros of B(z) on |z| = l are of even

order. Since Biz)=B1iz)/il—rz)iz—r) where B^z) is a quadratic in z,

it follows that Biz) has a single zero of order two on |z| = l. Accordingly

p(z) must have the form

(3.16) piz) = (1 + £Z)/(1 - £Z), |£| = 1.

For such functions/» we have for |z|=r the relation

(3.17) \p-a\ = p.

Putting p=\p\ e'* and making use of (3.17) we obtain from (3.7'),

Vj. = (\p\ — Ipt1) cos ^ cos a — i\p\ + \p\~x) sin 6 sin a.

Substituting the value of 6 from (3.17) we get

min fv = min (2a)~l(\p\ + Ipl-1)

• K\P\ - \p\-x)cos a - |sin a| (4a2 - i\p\ + \p\-x)2)x'2].

To obtain the minimum of this expression differentiate it with respect to

\p\ and equate to zero. We obtain the equation

X3 _ 4(a2 + iwa + 4(4fl2 + ai sin2 a + cos2 x\x

(3.4)
- 16a2(cos2 a + a2 sin2 a) = 0

where -v=>'2=(|p-|-r-|p|~1)2. After a long but straightforward calculation

we find that this equation has only one real root provided sin3 a_

(2a2—l)3-(a2 — l)_1-(a2 + l)-3. Since we are considering the case when

|sin a|<(2a2+l)-(a2-|-l)_3/2 the above condition is easily seen to be satis-

fied. That the real root lies in [4, 4a2] is readily verified. We, therefore,

obtain the minimum value y of \rpv,

(3.3)        y = iy¡4a)üy2 - 4)1/2 • |cos a| + (4a2 - y2)1'2 ■ |sin a|)

where y=—xx!2 and x is the unique real root in [4,4a2] of the cubic

equation (3.4). This proves (3.3).

Case II. |sina| = (2a2+l).(a2+1)"3/2 so that w=0. Suppose first

that sin a>sin 6. We have

min min Re e1"z— = -
|z|=r PeS P 2

zP'      Ll\.  /        1\ ...     p2- |p-a|2-
Re

('"> IPI
= rp
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where p=Rei<t' and R and <f> are given by (3.12') and (3.13). Substituting

the values of R and <j> we obtain y=sin a—(a2+l)1/a. In case sin a<sin <p

we have cot cf>=—a and obtain similarly rp=— sin a— (a2+l)1/2.

In view of the fact that if sin a>sin cj> then sin a>0, and if sin <x<sin <f>

then sin a<0, the above two results may be combined to give (3.6).

We proceed to obtain the extremal function in case (3.5). Taking into

consideration (3.7") and the fact that the minimum occurs for p—Re14,

the extremal function is easily seen to be

where 7. and 0 are obtained from the equations

xL±l£ + (1 _ X)U*-«(L±l£l -a)-a)= Re«

where R is given by equation (3.12') and <f> is given by (3.13) if sin a_-

(2a2+l)l(a2+l)3i2 and by (3.13') if sin a^-(2û2+l)/(a2+l)3/2.

More generally extremal functions are of the type p(zeiy) for arbitrary

real y.

Theorem 2.    Let r, 0<r< 1, and a, Orga—^, be given. If

|sin a| < (2c2 + l)(a2 + l)"3'2

then

(3.18) max max Re e*' —
|z|~r   Pe» P

equals

(3.19) (y/4a)((y2 - 4)1'2 ■ |cos oc| + (4a2 - y2)1'2■ [sin a|)

where y= + x1'2 and x is the unique real root in [4, 4a2] of the equation

jc3 - 4(a2 + l)x2 + 4(4a2 + a4 sin2 a + cos2 a)x

— 16a2(cos2 a + o2 sin2 a) = 0.

|sin «| = (2û2 + l)(a2 + 1)~3/2

then (3.18) equals

(3.20) - ¡sin a| + (a2 + 1)1/2.

The above estimates are sharp.
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Proof. Theorem 2 can be proved exactly as Theorem 1. However, it

follows directly from Theorem 1 by observing that if pe£P then p~x also

belongs to 3?. The estimates of Theorem 2 are sharp since the corre-

sponding estimates of Theorem 1 are sharp.

Corollary.   Let Pe0>. Then we have on \z\=r, 0<r< 1,

1 - r2 -        P   - 1 - r2

Proof. The results follow immediately from (3.3), (3.19) and (3.4) on

putting a=0.
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